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Abstra t
In this paper we will look at the role of a ommodation in information state transitions
asso iated with dialogue updates. We will point to examples of three kinds of a ommodation:
a ommodation of grounding information, of questions under dis ussion and of dialogue plan.
The informal representation of dialogue information states we present here has been developed
in the TRINDI1 , SDS2 and INDI3 proje ts to explore the nature of dialogue moves.
We rst give a brief introdu tion to the information states we are assuming, after whi h
we dis uss the three kinds of a ommodation.4
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1 Information states
The notion of information state we are putting forward here is basi ally a simpli ed version
of the dialogue game board whi h has been proposed by Ginzburg (1996a, 1996b, 1998). We
are attempting to use as simple a version as possible in order to have a more or less pra ti al
system for annotating dialogues with a view to spe ifying an automated dialogue system based
on Ginzburg's ideas. In this se tion we brie y present our version of information states, see
Cooper & Larsson (1998) for a more detailed dis ussion.
We represent information states of a dialogue parti ipant as re ords of the following type:.
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1 TRINDI (Task Oriented Instru tional Dialogue), EC Proje t LE4-8314
2 SDS (Swedish Dialogue Systems), NUTEK/HSFR Language Te hnology Proje t F1472/1997
3 INDI (Information Ex hange in Dialogue), Riksbankens Jubileumsfond 1997-0134.
4 We will illustrate our dis ussion from a Swedish dialogue that has been olle ted by the University

part of the SDS proje t. We quote the trans ription done in Goteborg as part of the same proje t.
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of Lund as

The main division in the information state is between information whi h is private to the
agent and that whi h is shared between the dialogue parti ipants. What we mean by shared
information here is that whi h has been expli itly established during the onversation (akin
to what Lewis (1979) alled the \ onversational s oreboard").
The private part of the information state ontains a set bel of private beliefs. The plan
eld ontains a dialogue plan, i.e. is a list of dialogue a tions that the agent wishes to arry
out. The plan an be hanged during the ourse of the onversation. For example, if a travel
agent dis overs that his ustomer wishes to get information about a ight he will adopt a plan
to ask her where she wants to go, when she wants to go, what pri e lass she wants and so
on. The agenda eld, on the other hand, ontains the short term goals or obligations that
the agent has, i.e. what the agent is going to do next. For example, if the other dialogue
parti ipant raises a question, then the agent will normally put an a tion on the agenda to
respond to the question. This a tion may or may not be in the agent's plan.
We have in luded a eld tmp that mirrors the shared elds. This eld keeps tra k of
shared information that has not yet been grounded, i.e. on rmed as having been understood
by the other dialogue parti ipant5 . In this way it is easy to delete information whi h the
agent has optimisti ally assumed to have be ome shared if it should turn out that the other
dialogue parti ipant does not understand or a ept it. If the agent pursues a autious rather
than an optimisti strategy then information will at rst only be pla ed on tmp until it has
been a knowledged by the other dialogue parti ipant whereupon it an be moved from tmp
to the appropriate shared eld.
The shared eld is divided into two. One sub eld is a set of propositions whi h the agent
assumes for the sake of the onversation. The other sub eld is for a sta k of questions
under dis ussion (qud). These are questions that have been raised and are urrently under
dis ussion in the dialogue. Our view of this is again very lo al and a simpli ation of what
Ginzburg proposes. Another simpli ation we have made in order to make this a pra ti al tool
for annotating dialogues is that we represent propositions and questions by English senten es.
With this type of annotation, we have a snapshot of the ontents of the parti ipants'
information states at ea h stage in the dialogue. Given what is present in plan, agenda and
qud, we an make reasonable predi tions on erning the following utteran es and we see this
as a step in the spe i ation of part of an automated dialogue system.

2 A ommodation
We de ne dialogue moves as updates to information states dire tly asso iated with utteran es. If you take a dialogue or information update perspe tive on Lewis' (1979) notion of
a ommodation, it orresponds to moves that are ta it (i.e. not asso iated with an utteran e). Ta it moves ould also be alled \internal" or \inferen e" moves. The motivation for
thinking in terms of a ommodation has to do with generality. We ould asso iate expressions
whi h introdu e a presupposition as being ambiguous between a presuppositional reading and
a similar reading where what is the presupposition is part of what is asserted. For example,
an utteran e of \The king of Fran e is bald" an either be understood as an assertion of
that senten e and a presupposition that there is a king of Fran e or as an assertion of the
senten e \There is a king of Fran e and he is bald". However, if we assume an additional ta it
a ommodation move before the integration of the information expressed by the utteran e
then we an say that the utteran e always has the same interpretation.
In a similar way we an simplify our dialogue move analysis by allowing ta it moves
rather than requiring that utteran es sometimes are asso iated with more omplex moves
than normal to in orporate the e e t of a ommodation.
2.1

A

ommodation in grounding

A speaker an indi ate that she has understood or a epted a ontribution from the other
dialogue parti ipant by expli it grounding, uttering a word like yes or right. However, a
speaker may simply ontinue with the onversation with something relevant to the previous
utteran e. Rather than say that every move has an alternative variant where the previous
5 In

dis ussing grounding we will assume that there is just one other dialogue parti ipant.
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ontribution is grounded, we assume that the grounding information is ta itly a ommodated
when the onversation is ontinued in this way. A ommodation is involved in this ase
independently of whether we adopt an optimisti or autious strategy for grounding (Cooper
& Larsson 1998). On the optimisti strategy the agent pla es the information asso iated
with her utteran e on both tmp and shared. When the other dialogue parti ipant ontinues
the onversation by a new utteran e without expli it grounding, she rst a ommodates by
learing tmp and then integrates the information from the new utteran e. On the autious
strategy (see e.g. Traum 1994) the agent pla es the information asso iated with her utteran e
only on tmp. In this ase she has to a ommodate the other dialogue parti ipant's utteran e
without expli it grounding by moving the information from tmp to shared before integrating
the information asso iated with the new utteran e.
An utteran e an fail to be grounded, e.g. be ause the other dialogue parti ipant does not
hear or understand. (2) is an example of this:
(2)

$J: ska du ha:

en returbiljett

< do you want a return ti ket >
$P: va sa du

< what did you say >
In this ase, assuming an optimisti strategy, J has to remove Do you want a ti ket? both
from qud and from tmp, before updating his agenda with an a tion to respond to What did
you say?. On a autious strategy he would only have to remove the question from tmp.
2.2

A

ommodating a question onto QUD

Dialogue parti ipants an address questions that have not been expli itly raised in the dialogue. However, it is important that a question be available to the agent who is to interpret
it be ause the utteran e may be ellipti al. Here is an example from our dialogue:
(3)

$J: vi ken manad ska du aka

( what month do you want to go )

$P: ja:

typ den:

a:

tredje fjarde april / nan gang d
ar

( well around 3rd 4th april / some time there )

$P: sa billit som mojlit

( as heap as possible )

The strategy we adopt for interpreting ellipti al utteran es is to think of them as short
answers (in the sense of Ginzburg 1996a, 1996b, 1998) to questions on QUD. A suitable
question here is What kind of pri e does P want for the ti ket?. This question is not under
dis ussion at the point when P says \as heap as possible". But it an be gured out sin e J
knows that this is a relevant question. In fa t it will be a question whi h J has as an a tion
in his plan to raise. On our analysis it is this fa t whi h enables A to interpret the ellipsis.
He nds the mat hing question on his plan, a ommodates by pla ing it on QUD and then
ontinues with the integration of the information expressed by as heap as possible as normal.
Note that if su h a question is not available then the ellipsis annot be interpreted as in the
dialogue in (4).
(4)

A. What time are you oming to pi k up Maria?
B. Around 6 p.m. As heaply as possible.

This dialogue is in oherent if what is being dis ussed is when the hild Maria is going to
be pi ked up from her friend's house (at least under standard dialogue plans that we might
have for su h a onversation).
2.3

A

ommodating the dialogue plan

After an initial ex hange for establishing onta t the rst thing that P says to the travel agent
in our dialogue is:
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(5)

$P: flyg ti paris

<

ights to Paris >

This is again an ellipsis whi h on our analysis has to be interpreted as the answer to a
question in order to have ontent. As no questions have been raised yet in the dialogue the
travel agent annot nd the appropriate question on his QUD. Furthermore, as this is the rst
indi ation of what the ustomer wants, the travel agent does not have a plan with detailed
questions. We assume that the travel agent has various plan types in his domain knowledge
determining what kind of onversations he is able to have. E.g. he is able to book trips by
various modes of travel, he is able to handle omplaints, book hotels, rental ars et . What
he needs to do is take the ustomer's utteran e and try to mat h it against questions in his
plan types in his domain knowledge. When he nds a suitable mat h he will a ommodate
his plan, thereby providing a plan to ask relevant question for ights, e.g. when to travel?,
what date? et . On e he has a ommodated this plan he an pro eed as in the previous
example. That is he an a ommodate the QUD with the relevant question and pro eed with
the interpretation of ellipsis in the normal fashion.
This example is interesting for a ouple of reasons. It provides us with an example of
\re ursive" a ommodation. The QUD needs to be a ommodated, but in order to do this
the dialogue plan needs to be a ommodated. The other interesting aspe t of this is that
a ommodating the dialogue plan in this way a tually serves to drive the dialogue forward.
That is, the me hanism by whi h the agent interprets this ellipsis, gives him a plan for a
substantial part of the rest of the dialogue. This is a way of apturing the intuition that
saying ights to Paris to a travel agent immediately makes a number of questions be ome
relevant.
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